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Using SEXTA Reader
Preamble
!
This tutorial will use the Macintosh version of SEXTA reader application. There
should be minimal differences between the Mac, Win, and Linux versions.
Launch
!
You should have the downloaded application on your computer. It is preferable that
the application does not live in a protected folder, as a LED map file is written to this folder
and for some OS writing to protected folders by the app is not allowed. Your Home folder is
appropriate for SEXTA Reader.
!
Launch by double-clicking as usual for Mac apps. If you are running OS X.7 or later
you may get a message advising that the application is not from a trusted source (i.e. the
developer did not pay $100 to Apple for a security certificate). You can get around this tax
by visiting the System Preferences:!
Apple Menu -> System Preferences -> Security & Privacy ->

!
Click the button marked "Anywhere". Now you can double-click on the SEXTA
Reader app and open it.
Create the LED map
!
SEXTA Reader needs to know where all the LEDs are. You provide this information
by telling it where the nine fiducial points are on the Reference Image. You then create a
map of all the points from those fiducial points. The map is what SEXTA Reader uses to
determine the time stamp.
1) Choose the Preferred format.
For Mac there is no need to specify the Preferred format.
For Windows, it makes it easier if you do specify the format.
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2) Open the Reference image.
For this tutorial, a reference image is provided as part of the
Supplementary Information. It lives in this folder:!
Sample Images -> Ref -> Luma00003_20140717_210859_L.fits
The Manual checkbox allows you to set the Black and White point
youself, and then load the image. Otherwise the application makes its
own decisions on them.
2) Define the map
Click on the Tab to go to Define Map.
Your task here is to select each of the fiducial points on the
reference image.
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3) Select points.
!
The points are shown here on the reference image. Your points layout may vary
somewhat for the unit you build yourself.
Points 1 to 4 are the corners of the DMD panel. 0 sec and 9 sec are the unit second LEDs.
!
You select the radio-button for the point you will click on in the radio-button group.
In the image above, point 1 is selected, and point 1 corresponds to the top left-hand LED
on the DMD panel.
!
Click once near the top left-hand LED, and the image will zoom in. Now hold down
the Control key, and click on the centre of the LED and that will define the point's coordinates. If you don't hold down Control while clicking, then the point is not defined. The
list box will show you the co-ordinates of the points defined. Click again to zoom back out.
Now choose the next radio-button (point 2) and repeat.
Continue for all corners of the DMD panel, and then the 0 and 9 sec LEDs, and finally the
1PPS, AOK and Lock LEDs.
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4) Make the map.
Click on the Make map button, and the
application will draw a bounding box around the
DMD panel in red, and put a 1 pixel green dot in
the calculated position of each LED.
You can see the bottom right corner here, with
the green dots in the computed centres of the
LED.

5) Save the map.
The map is not saved till you save it ! The map file is stored in the
same folder as the application.

Working with SEXTA Reader
Move back to the Open tab, and load a sample image. For this
tutorial we will load the file
Sample Images -> 133 -> Luma00004_20140717_211134_L.fits
Click on Load map. Set Black and White point if necessary.
The Aperture slider specifies the radius in pixels around the green
dot on the map that the Reader will look at to see if an LED is "on"
or "off".
The top Threshold slider specifies how bright an LED must be for
it to qualify as fully bright.
The bottom slider specifies how dim an LED must be to qualify as
"off".
Use the bottom dropdown menu for "Sweep time" to tell the application how long the
sweep is for, and click "Read optical time stamp". SEXTA Reader will provide the results
below the image. The results can be copied to the clipboard as tab-delimited text.
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Notes:1. The reader algorithm for determining Start and End time assumes there is only one
exposure per image. This may not be the case with analog cameras using short exposure
settings. In these situations, the correct time must be determined by visual inspection.
Shown below is an early version SEXTA Reader output for a LN300 analog camera set to
1/100 sec exposure, with timestamp provided by IOTA-VTI. The image has been
annotated to show the start and end of field 1 and 2.

2. To assist with visual inspection, hold down the SHIFT key while hovering over the LED
panel. You will see the LED time under the mouse pointer displayed in the bottom left
corner.

3. Feel free to add to SEXTA Reader. The source code is available. If you wish to
contribute back to the project please email Dave or Tony.
4. The Reference image is provided by SEXTA when the device is first turned on. It
persists for 10 seconds, and then enters its lock-in routine.
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5. The SEXTA reader project is run under Xojo, a cross platform development environment
which is free to download and run in debug mode under Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. To
build standalone apps requires a paid licence.
6. The SEXTA reader project uses the Xojo plugin from Monkeybread Software which
must be downloaded and installed in the Plugins folder of Xojo. It is also free to run in
debug mode, but to run built apps requires a paid licence.
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